R-Go Viva
Laptop Bag
In cooperation with the
Agua Viva foundation
Our laptop bag is produced in collaboration with
the Agua Viva foundation in Brazil. Agua Viva is
a Christian organization whose main goal is to
dedicate itself to the Brazilian people under the
motto “people Become Human again”.
People can get into trouble due to all kinds of
circumstances and as a result get stuck (e.g. by
alcohol or drugs). The foundation offers these
people a new chance. Learning a trade is an
important part of their livelihood.

Do you want to participate?
By sourcing our laptop bag you provide people
in need a way of earning a living to help them
going forward. By offering employment you not
only give them perspective but also a source of
income. In addition, about 20% of the production costs of the laptop bag will be donated to the
Agua Viva foundation.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN BROWN

MADE IN BRAZIL

The laptop bag is made in Brazil, in cooperation with the Agua Viva foundation

CERTIFIED SUSTAINABLE LEATHER
The R-Go Viva is made of ‘Gold’ certified
sustainable leather

EXTRA COMPARTMENTS

The bag is equipped with extra storage options
for a separate keyboard and mouse

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

Includes an integrated laptop stand that can be
easily adjusted to eye level

ADJUSTABLE SHOULDER STRAP

Creating healthier workplaces | www.r-go-tools.com

Ergonomic laptop bag
R-Go Viva
EVERYWHERE HEALTHY
LAPTOP USE
Laptops are ideal to take with you
wherever you go. Unfortunately, they
are not designed for healthy working
and provoke a bent posture. And
precisely this posture is so stressful
for the neck and shoulders. We have
developed the R-Go Viva laptop
bag that enables healthy laptop use
anywhere.

ERGONOMIC BAG
The integrated laptop stand in the
bag allows you to create a healthy
workplace at any location. The bag
is equipped with a height-adjustable
stand, so that the screen can easily be
set at eye level. This will automatically
put you in an upright position! The bag
also has extra pockets for a separate
keyboard and mouse.

‘‘Everywhere a mobile ergonomic
workplace: quality leather laptop bag
produced in a socially responsible
manner.’’
Edwin v.d. P.

View all our ergonomic
solutions at www.r-go-tools.com

